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Which of the following best describes what type of case report this is?: Unexpected or unusual presentations of a disease

Has the case been reported coherently?: Yes

Is the case report authentic?: Yes

Is the case report ethical?: Yes

Is there any missing information that you think must be added before publication?: No

Is this case worth reporting?: Yes

Is the case report persuasive?: Yes

Does the case report have explanatory value?: Yes

Does the case report have diagnostic value?: Yes

Will the case report make a difference to clinical practice?: Yes

Is the anonymity of the patient protected?: Yes

Comments to authors:

Thank you very much for the changes which make the paper much better readable and comparable!

comments:

spelling errors:
p3, l9: a strict, ... strict in low case
p4, l3: his first pregnancy = her first pregnancy
p4, l9: and a NYHA ... skip the a p5 l9: term pregnancy : better late pregnancy

at the end of the introduction please add: and give a brief summary of the literature
at the end
p6, l 2.: add ... one possibility is the Registry of pregnancies (ROPAC) of the ESC.
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